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Abstract  
The results of most bioinformatics and microbiology research studies that use SINEs depend entirely on the 
mechanism used to detect and count these element instances in the genome. Hence, the reliability and 
accuracy of the DNA sequence alignment and search tool is vital for genetic researches. This research report 
presents the findings from testing the reliability of some popular DNA Sequence alignment and search (SA&S) 
tools using a test/known genomic sequence. The findings reveal the need for novel tool design. 
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Introduction 
It has been known for some time that organisms exhibit large variations in genome sizes which do not correlate with 
organismic complexity [8]. Much of this variation can be traced to non-coding DNA, which in many organisms is present 
in vast excess over coding DNA. Approximately 98% of the human genome is made up of regions that do not code for 
proteins [9]. These non-transcribed sequences, or “Junk DNA”, are widely believed to consist largely of useless DNA 
leftovers from past evolutionary permutations [15]. However, this so-called Junk DNA is far from useless to genomic 
researchers and bioinformaticians. 
A significant proportion of the Junk DNA is comprised of repetitive sequences. A major category of Junk repetitive 
sequences within all mammalian genomes studied to date is the Short Interspersed Nuclear Elements (SINEs) that 
account for as much as 10% of all genomic sequence. SINE elements are genomic hitchhikers [11] and move within the 
genome by either DNA or RNA mediated duplication events [10]. Within the human genome, there are approximately 
one million copies of the Alu family of SINEs alone. Alus require forming of an RNA transcript that must then be 
reverse transcribed and inserted into a new location in the genome [14]. Thus Alus are believed to have colonized the 
genome by a „copy and paste‟ mechanism [7] and have actively copied and pasted themselves in the genome at different 
time periods. However, the means by which Alus have reached their current high genomic abundance remains unclear. 
Proliferation of Alus in a host is a unidirectional process, whereby inserted copies of distinct elements are not precisely 
removed, but remain and decay over time because of random mutation [12]. Most Alus insert innocuously into 
nonfunctional regions and can provide an excellent record of biological history that is largely free from character 
reversals and parallel evolution [1]. These characteristics of Alus make them extremely useful tools for characterizing the 
genome. 
Alu elements are generally detected using DNA sequence alignment and search tools. The results of studies using Alu 
elements mostly depend on the mechanism used to detect and count Alu instances. Hence, the reliability and accuracy of 
the DNA sequence alignment and search tool is vital for genetic researches that use Alus. 
Research Report 
The Alu repeats are divided into three broad sub-families based on their evolutionary age. Subfamily AluJ is believed to 
be the oldest, subfamily AluS being the intermediate and AluY subfamily being the youngest [6]. These Alu elements 
that amplified at different stages of the primate evolution have key diagnostic differences that allow them to be classified 
into subfamilies [3] [2].  The time line for the different Alu subfamilies is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Alu Subfamilies 
To test the reliability of DNA Sequence alignment and search (SA&S) tools, a synthetic genome with various Alu 
insertion polymorphisms including the Alu-within-Alu polymorphism was prepared (see Figure 2). 
 
Figure 2: Synthetic Genome for Testing 
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Using the synthetic genome shown in Figure 2, eight popular DNA sequence alignment and search tool were tested. The 
results of the test are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1: Results of the Test 
Discussion 
When the synthetic genome (Figure 2) was tested on some popular DNA SA&S tools (shown in Table 1), it was found 
that individual and complete element insertion events were perfectly recognized by the tools. However when Alu-within-
Alu events were inserted into the synthetic genome, the tool failed to report an accurate count of the number of Alu 
insertion events. This experiment thus identifies that different Alu insertion polymorphisms can affect the count of Alu 
events reported by search tools. This preliminary observation itself puts all researches that have used the Alus identified 
using DNA tools that we tested into question. 
Alus are believed to prefer sites that are locally rich in A+T nucleotides [4]. The oligo-dA-rich (poly (A)) tails and 
middle (A) rich regions of Alu elements have previously been shown to serve as nuclei for the genesis of simple 
sequence repeats [4]. Alus are known to preferentially insert into the A tail of other Alus and thus are often found 
clustered adjacent to existing Alu elements [13]. The presence of two „A‟ rich regions within the Alu element (in the 
middle and in the poly (A) tail) could increase the likelihood that one Alu element may insert within another [13,5]. 
Unfortunately, the popular DNA SA&S tools do not accommodate genetic polymorphism like Alu-within-Alu 
knowledge into their algorithm design and the findings from this research throws open the need for novel tool design.  
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